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-- The sleeping mattress market size

was valued at $33.2 billion in 2019, and

is estimated to reach $39.9 billion by

2027, registering a CAGR of 5.2% from

2021 to 2027. The report provides a

detailed analysis of the top investment

pockets, top winning strategies, drivers & opportunities, market size & estimations, competitive

landscape, and changing market trends.

Access Full Summary @https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/sleeping-mattress-market-

The sleeping mattress

market growth is majorly

driven by increase in

demand for household

constructions, and rapid

urbanization.”
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The COVID-19 pandemic has been spread across all

continents. The COVID-19 pandemic has created health

crisis as well as deepened economic, political and social

crisis worldwide. Major cities across the world have hugely

impacted as people are staying indoor essentially due to

lockdown. Moreover, supply chain has disrupted because

movement of goods have declined due to restriction in

countries. This is additionally anticipated to lead to loss of

employment and income. The coronavirus pandemic has generated unprecedented crisis on the

consumer goods sector.

Sleeping mattress is defined as a large as well as rectangular pad for supporting a lying person.
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In addition, it is designed to be used as a bed or on a bed frame as part of a bed. Moreover,

sleeping mattresses may consist of a quilted or similarly fastened case, usually of heavy cloth,

containing materials such as hair, straw, cotton, foam rubber, or a framework of metal springs

and it may also be filled with air or water. Due to COVID-19 pandemic consumers are staying in

their homes and urge for comfort. This has led to a change in market dynamics, leading to an

increased demand for sleeping mattress. In addition, increasing urge for luxuries sleeping

mattress among consumers is also linked with fascination for premium and customized sleeping

mattress.

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a strong impact on the sleeping mattress market. However,

with the presence of online shopping as well as doorstep delivery sleeping mattress market

witnessed a pace in demand over the mid-months of 2020. In addition, barriers to movements of

goods have forced the market to depend on domestic production and local manufacturing.

Download Report Sample (228 Pages PDF with Insights)

@https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/11220

Also, many consumers seek comfort ability in their homes. Owing to this, the demand for

sleeping mattress surged, keeping the market afloat during the year-long pandemic period. It is

also seen that branded mattress have gathered more fan base on social media websites, but the

impact of counterfeit products still prevailed largely, as consumers seek low price, better design,

and suitable durability from such mattress.

Growing instances of back and posture-related problems

Rise in complications of poor posture include back pain, spinal dysfunction, joint degeneration,

rounded shoulders and a potbelly. Furthermore, over the time, poor posture demands support

from fibres causes the deeper supporting muscles to waste away from lack of use. In addition,

weak as well as unused muscles tend to tighten and this shortening of muscle length can

compact the bones of the spine (vertebrae) and worsen posture creating lot of opportunities for

sleeping mattress manufacturers. Moreover, manufacturers in this market can develop

convenient as well as luxuries mattress for consumers.

Key findings of the study

○ On the basis of end user, the residential dominated the sleeping mattress market in 2019, and

is projected to exhibit a CAGR of 5.1%.

○ By product type, the hybrid segment led in terms of the sleeping mattress market share in

2019, and is estimated to grow at a CAGR of 7.1% during the forecast period. Furthermore, many

new innovations are emerging in the market like cooling mattress, organic and vegan mattress.

○ Depending on distribution channel, the offline segment is expected to garner the largest

market share in the coming years.

○ Asia-Pacific was the leading region in 2019, and is expected to retain its dominance during the
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forecast period.

For Purchase Inquiry @https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/purchase-enquiry/11220

Similar Reports:

○ U.S. Home Furniture and Bedding Market is estimated to reach $183,489.52 Mn

○ Plastic Furniture Market Is Projected To Reach $19,075.3 Million By 2027

○ Luxury Hotel Market Is Expected To Growing At A CAGR Of 4.0% from 2014-2022
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